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The SCRIP Program is used as a general
fundraiser for Our Lady of Mercy Parish. Local
and national retailers provide gift cards to us at
a discount, we sell them to parishioners at face
value, and the difference is revenue to the
parish. This is a perfect opportunity to take part
in a ministry if you have limited time to offer.
Just fifteen or twenty minutes after Mass,
selling cards and taking orders for the following
week, provides a great service and makes
SCRIP a huge success.







Sell gift cards after each weekend mass
Take orders for special requests
Coordinator places orders each week and
makes bank deposits

SCRIP volunteers donate up to 15
minutes of their time following Mass to sell
the cards. Optional: more time may be
spent by those working after the 11:30
Mass if they decide to count money and
tally the cards sold.
The SCRIP Coordinator spends 1-2 hours
per week tallying, ordering and making
deposits .
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This is a great way to help out our church by
using the gift cards to purchase groceries
and other items. I just use the gift card!
-Peggy J
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What a great way to pick up gifts for birthdays
and Christmas. It also helps out the parish.

I buy gas every week. I buy a citgo gift card
and I get 10 cents off each gallon and give the
parish $5.00 without spending any extra
money.

Our Lady of Mercy Church, Harborcreek, PA
Ministry Coordinator: Peggy Jacquel
Contact information: 814-725-9869
piggywiggy59@yahoo.com
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